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The National Energy Agreement (September 2013)

See: Kloosterhuis and Mulder, JCLE (2015)
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• Minister of Economic Affairs, Policy Rule WJZ/14052830, 6 May 2014, Article 2:

“In the application of Article 6(3) of the competition law [the Dutch equivalent of 

101(3) TFEU] the Authority for Consumers and Markets considers in its assessment of 

the conditions whether […] in agreements that restrict competition made to enhance 

sustainability, a fair share of the improvements benefits "users" in the long run.” 

Dutch Policy



The Chicken of Tomorrow (2015)



• Four requirements:

1. Benefits have to be objective and clearly visible

2. A fair share of the benefits has to go to consumers – at least compensating them

3. The restrictions must be necessary to obtain the benefits – “cartel-specific”

4. Sufficient residual competition must remain

• Monti (2002), Townley (2009), Kingston (2011), Gerbrandy (2016)

• Consistent with 101(3) TFEU

ACM Vision Paper, May 2014





Source: TFEU, Official Journal, 9 May 2008



Case IV.F.1/36.718, CECED (1999)





Article 2:

“.. In this [assessment] will be involved:

“a. … benefits to the society as a whole…”

“b. … quantitative and qualitative benefits for users that materialize in the long.” 

Para 3.3, page 9: “With this approach, the benefits both to the current consumer in the 

future, as well to future consumers of the product or service concerned are taken into 

account: it is about a longer term than right here, right now, and others that do not 

themselves consume the product.”

Revised Policy Rule – 5 October 2016



• European Commission (2004), Guidelines on the Application of 

Article 81(3), recital 87:

“The decisive factor is the overall impact on consumers of the 

products within the relevant market and not the impact on individual 

members of this group of consumers”

• Shaw (2002): “the average” consumer

• ‘Fair share’ interpreted (in merger control) as ‘at least indifferent’

“… allowing consumers a fair share …”



Some Considerations

• Cartel coordination may reduce externalities and improve upon under-provision of public good

• Companies arguably have superior knowledge how to reduce externalities

• “Sustainability” is a rather soft concept

• Hard for a competition authority to assess – in particular also ex post

• Defense possibility can undermine deterrence – collusion under the guise of green

• Horizontal agreements carry direct and indirect risks of collusion

• Fonseca and Normann (EER, 2012), Duso et al (REStat, 2013), Awaya and Krishna (AER, 2016)



1. Would a cartel actually promote sustainability? – Schinkel & Spiegel (IJIO, 2017)

2. Can a cartel ever compensate consumers? – Schinkel & Toth (2016)

Two Particular Concerns



1. Can collusion promote sustainable consumption and production?

• Semi-collusion: Fershtman and Gandal (1994), Brod and Shivakumar (1999)

• Duopoly; one-shot; two-stages: sustainability level, quantities; constant marginal costs

• Sustainability is product improvement (tied): raises willingness to pay

• Four regimes: competition, sustainability coordination, production cartel, full collusion



For example: Sustainability Coordination

Stage 1: firms choose sustainability levels v1 and v2 cooperatively

Stage 2: firms choose q1 and q2 non-cooperatively

Symmetric equilibria – contractible





Answer 1.: Only (sufficiently) in hard-core cartel (if profitable and cheap) 

• Allowing firms to coordinate investments leads to lower SCP and CS

• Allowing firms to coordinate output leads to higher SCP, but …

• … it benefits consumers only if products are homogeneous and sustainability costs low

• In fact, production cartel overinvests compared to social optimum if           

• Findings in stark contrast with the policy

• Extends to price competition, increases in k, (small) spill-overs, other functional forms

• Self-enforcing – in infinitely repeated setting



2. Is compensation of consumers sustainable?

• Suppose public interest benefits are there (beyond volume effects), cartel-specific

• Public interest interpreted as a public good – non-excludable, non-rivalrous

• Fair share is exact compensation, instantaneous

• Unit pricing

• Higher price for the private good versus willingness to pay for public good

• Can price rise finance sufficient public good in compensation?

• Samuelson (1954), Lindahl (1958), Diamond & Mirrlees (1971): taxation

• Bergstrom et al. (1986), Bernheim (1986): crowding-out…

• Kotchen (2006), Besley & Ghatak (2007): … of corporate social responsibility



Public Goods Model with Voluntary Private Contributions



• Competitive equilibrium (partial): Under-provision of the public good

• No-contributors and some/all contributors equilibria

• An individual is more likely to contribute if:

• His wealth is sufficiently high

• Other contributions are sufficiently low

• If he attributes a relatively high value to the public good

• If prices of the private goods are high 

• Public good provision is independent of the wealth-distribution, as long as 

contributors set is constant (Bergstrom et al., 1986)

• Neutrality of ‘distortionary’ taxes, provided consumption bundles do not change 

(Bernheim, 1986; Andreoni & Bergstrom, 1996)



Comparative Statics at Play

• Cartel strives at = and <, respectively

• The higher the WTP(’s), the less compensation is required – contra Samuelson’s rule

• Consumers with the lowest WTP for G pay the most (via highest xi) – contra Lindahl-pricing

• Public interest cartel is often not sustainable



Compensating Variation ‘paid’ in gF
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Two contributors, non-sustainable compensation



No-contributors Economy



All-contributors Economy





• Crowding out of private contributions by cartel contributions

• Those to be compensated most have self-selected through private good 

consumption as low willingness to pay types …

• … plus they have a large exposure to harm through quantity consumed …

• … despite substitution away from the cartel commodity

• Policy is potentially costly without bounds – often not sustainable

• Asks those to pay for the public good (via private good), who value it least

• Compensation requirement reduces SCP investments below competitive level

Answer 2.: Only (maybe) if consumers are sufficiently ‘balanced’



Concluding Remarks

• Hard-core collusion can improve upon under-provision of public goods

• Cartel must be forced to compensate consumers – which reduces incentives to provide

• Compensating cartel-provision often unsustainable (goes against basic Public Economics)

• Prohibitively large information requirements for agency – idem self-assessment

• No unambiguous welfare measure available

• Regulation seems superior

• DG Competition in re the Commission’s Green Agenda: competition promotes sustainability –

Ethanol benchmarks (FI); Trucks (2016); Recycling Automotive Batteries (2017)



“I’m a great believer in corporate social responsibility. I welcome it when 

companies take a broader view of their role than just selling the best 

product at the lowest prices but also look at sustainability for example. […]

But I don’t think it’s for competition enforcers to start pursuing those 

objectives. […]

The moment we turn a blind eye to a company breaking the competition 

rules, just because that might help to achieve other aims, we would lose the 

independence that makes us effective.”

Commissioner Vestager, Competition Policy in Context

Speech delivered at the 15th OECD Global Forum on Competition, Paris, 1 December 2016
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• …and the Dutch? Extending by ministerial decree – public consultation from May 15


